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0b~itorial 

CULTURAL AND VOCATIONAL 

[We gladly give editorial space for this timely utterance from the Pacific 
Coast. Professor Nutting, of the University of California, is already known 
as a contributor to the Journal, and one who has been active in the interest 
of the classics on the Coast.] 

It would be difficult to appraise the injury done to the cause of 
sound education by the fact that abstract theory counts for so 
much, and concrete experience for so little, in the regulation of 
the school curriculum. When the experimental psychologists 
announced the "discovery that formal discipline is not a factor of 
value in education," the new doctrine was hailed with acclaim on 
all sides. Even teachers of the classics felt constrained to yield 
assent. For had not the "expert" spoken? 

The fact that this theory is flatly contravened by the facts of 
everyday observation and experience seems to have interfered 
little with its vogue. It did its baleful work in weakening the 
backbone of the school system; and now, on the basis of additional 
experiment, the psychologists are obliged to admit that the facts 
do not at all substantiate their earlier "discovery." 

The movement in favor of vocational training in the schools 
threatened at first to take the form of another unreasoning stam- 
pede. But already there are signs of returning sanity. Three 
facts in particular are coming to be rather generally recognized: 
(i) vocational training of the right kind should find a place in 
many schools; (2) it will be a fatal mistake if vocational studies 
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are allowed to crowd cultural subjects from the curriculum; (3) 
much vocational training (as now conducted) is a practical failure. 

Few would challenge the first of these propositions, and it is 
only necessary to talk with principals and school superintendents 
to be convinced of the truth of the third. The failure of vocational 
training-where it is a failure-is due to various causes. In some 
cases the course of instruction is not adequate and practical-it 
does not really prepare the student for participation in the world's 
industrial life. Again, the student may be too immature to profit 
fully by the course. Time that could better be spent on general 
education he wastes on work that he could master more quickly 
and more surely if the study were postponed to a period of greater 
maturity. 

This last point is of special importance, in view of the fact that 
a somewhat general movement is now on foot to carry back the 

beginnings of "high-school" work to the seventh grade (six-six 
and six-three-three plans). For taking up the study of a foreign 
language, a child is at his best in the seventh grade; and if it be 
true that he is not mature enough at that time for really effective 
vocational training, the claims of certain cultural subjects at that 

point are obvious. 
It is, however, the second of the three propositions laid down 

above that is of most vital importance to the teacher of the classics. 
We must admit that in many schools a place should be found for 
vocational training; but, in season and out of season, it will be 

necessary to press home the even more important truth that room 
must be made in the curriculum for vocational training as an 
addition-such courses must not be allowed to displace cultural 

subjects from the school program. There are already very hopeful 
signs that the justice of this contention is being recognized in very 
diverse quarters. In the San Francisco Chronicle for August 21, 

touching on the discussions at the late meeting of the National 
Education Association, a contributor, who speaks from the point 
of view of an industrial worker, indulges in some reflections that 
are worth quoting here. After some pointed and sarcastic remarks 
on the theorists who propose to solve industrial problems out of 
hand, though they themselves have never "done a real day's 
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labor for a real day's pay in their philanthropically emotional lives," 
this writer proceeds: 

Running side by side with the agitators' fears for the workers who are sub- 

jected to such monotonous labor is the agitation for vocational training in the 
schools that will, as early as possible, develop mechanical skill in the children 
who must become workers in the industrial world. "Why teach 'em flubdub 
and fallals," they demand, "when efficiency is what they require ?" And they 
want the vocational substituted for the academic training, as a matter of 
economy. 

Upon this point Mrs. Ella Flagg Young has spoken at the National Edu- 
cation Association convention a warning--or a plea-that might well be given a 
little serious consideration. She is opposed to the introduction of vocational 
training as a substitute for the cultural-not to vocational training in itself, 
remember. She is not in favor of turning out human beings from the public 
schools that are merely mechanically efficient-that are trained only to be 
workers. She holds that the public schools should prepare them for the living 
of a broader, fuller life than the life of the workshop, and that they should give 
them that preparation because they must become workers in the workshop. 

It may be that Mrs. Ella Flagg Young is right. At any rate it would do 
no harm to think over the relation of education to the industrial situation from 
Mrs. Young's point of view. .... Any of us who know what it is to work 
(to hold down a job), .... know also that it isn't what we do during our 
working hours that matters so much as what we do outside of our working 
hours. The working day is only part of a day, and there are opportunities 
and possibilities for study, for acquiring knowledge, for cultivating talents, for 
learning how to play, .... if the worker has a mind for them, and the will 
to avail himself of them. .... The whole interesting world of fact and specu- 
lation, of beauty and art, is open to the worker at any occupation if he have 
the impulse to invade it-and the key to it. 

It is the key to it that Mrs. Young is contending for. If you do not open 
the door to the public school child who must enter the industrial world and 
become a worker at the monotonous work our progress imposes, how is he 
going to know what lies within his reach ? How is he going to escape the 
stunting and atrophying and brutalizing; how become immune to the coarse 
and debasing temptations that assail the ignorant ? 

It would seem-inasmuch as the industrial world offers what it does-that 
the child especially needs whatever the public school can give it that will 
teach it how to study and how to play; and how to make the best of mind and 
body-and thus to make the best of life. 

If the leaders in school education are fully alive to the absolute 
need of conserving the cultural elements of the high-school curricu- 
lum, and if the man in the shop and factory feels the desirability 
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of having his children trained for something more than mere 
manual efficiency, it only remains for us to insist that this program 
be carried out. At this point continual watchfulness will be 
required; for it sometimes happens that cultural elements are 
eliminated from the high-school curriculum in a very insidious 
way, and without any real intent on the part of those who control 
the school program. 

For example, finding that it is difficult to supply teachers for 
all the subjects in the curriculum, a school board may feel it neces- 

sary to resort to "efficiency" measures, and a rule is adopted to the 
effect that "no class will be organized in a subject which is elected 

by less than twenty students." This rule may have a semblance 
of justice in that it provides for such instruction as the majority of 
the pupils elect; but it works a gross injustice in that it puts the 

shaping of the course of study into the hands of irresponsible 
children; and, if it is ruthlessly administered, it is altogether 
likely to eliminate from the curriculum those fundamental cultural 

subjects which ought at all cost to be retained. 
In a strong high school known to the writer, it is reported that 

the Cicero class was eliminated by such a rule as this, and that the 

subject of physics barely escaped the same fate. When such rules 
are proposed, teachers of classics will do well to see to it that those 
who propose them are fully informed as to the probable effect of 
their enforcement. It is an interesting commentary on this whole 
matter that the latest report from the school referred to above is to 
the effect that, disappointed in the output of students with no 

particular training, the faculty has definitely adopted the policy 
of turning as many students as possible into the Latin courses. 

ANOTHER FORWARD STEP 

The history of the Classical Journal shows a steady growth in 
volume of material, if not always from year to year, at least from 

period to period. Its first volume (1905-6) contained seven 

numbers (December-June) aggregating 252 pages. The second, 
third, fourth, and fifth volumes contained eight numbers each 

(November-June), ranging from 44 to 48 pages per number. In 
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